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power-dissipation constant of the circuit, and u that of any section,
this section must have a second exponential time decrement,
s = uq — u,	(2)
which represents power transfer from the section to other sections,
or, if $ is negative, power received from other sections. The oscil-
lation of every individual section thus is a traveling wave, with a
power-transfer constant s.
As uq is the average dissipation constant, that is, an average of
the power-dissipation constants u of all the sections, and $ = uq — u
the power-transfer constant, some of the s must be positive, some
negative.
In any section in which the power-dissipation constant u is less
than the average uq of the entire circuit, the power-transfer con-
stant s is positive; that is, the wave, passing over this section, in-
creases in intensity, builds up, or in other words, gathers energy,
which it carries away from this section into other sections. In
any section in which the power-dissipation constant u is greater
than the average uq of the entire circuit, the power-transfer con-
stant s is negative; that is, the wave, passing over this section,
decreases in intensity and thus in energy, or in other words, leaves
some of its energy in this section, that is, supplies energy to the
section, which energy it brought from the other sections.
By the power-transfer constant s, sections of low energy dissi-
pation supply power to sections of high energy dissipation.
39, Let for instance in Fig. 43 be represented a circuit consist-
ing of step-up transformer, transmission line, and load, (The
load, consisting of step-down transformer and its secondary cir-
cuit, may for convenience be considered as one circuit section.)
Assume now that the circuit is disconnected from the power sup-
ply by low-tension switches, at A, This leaves transformer, line,
and load as a compound oscillating circuit, consisting of four
sections: the high-tension coil of the step-up transformer, the two
lines, and the load.
Let then Xi » length of line, X2 = length of transformer circuit,
and Xa « length of load circuit, in velocity measure.* If then
* If Zi =* length of circuit section in any measure, and Lo « inductance,
Co » capacity per unit of length Zi, then the length of the circuit in velocity
measure is Xi «• Wi, where <ro ** v lq€q.
Thus, if L *• inductance, C » capacity per transformer coil, n - number of
transformer coils, for the transformer the unit of length is the coil; hence the

